
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The University of North Florida, located in Jacksonville, is a nationally ranked urban university, comprehensive in academic offerings 
with a high undergraduate population as well as a growing number of graduate students.  
 
UNF opened its doors to 2,027 juniors in the fall of 1972. The school was quick to expand and was first accredited by the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges in 1974. UNF began admitting freshmen in 1984. Today, UNF has an 
enrollment close to 16,000 and offers 55 undergraduate degree programs, 30 graduate degree programs and five doctoral degrees. 
 
In 2002, a 13-member Board of Trustees began work to oversee UNF. 
 
The University of North Florida is a public university and a member institution of the State University System of Florida. The University 
is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award baccalaureate, masters and 
doctorate degrees. 
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HALLMARKS OF A UNF EDUCATION 
 

 UNF has a strong reputation for small class sizes and individualized attention. With an average student-to-faculty ratio of 19-
to-1 and an average class size of 33 students, UNF prides itself on professors who know their students and mentor them 
toward success. Less than 1 percent of classes are taught by graduate assistants.   

 UNF is known for Transformational Learning Opportunities, or TLOs as they are called on campus. These are life-changing 
experiences outside the classroom, including undergraduate and graduate research opportunities, study abroad programs 
across the globe, community projects, civic engagement and more.     

 UNF provides students with professionally relevant learning experiences that prepare them for the workplace. An estimated 77 
percent of students take part in internships and other real-world experiences in their fields before they graduate. Because of 
this, UNF tops the state when it comes to graduates being gainfully employed in Florida. 

 Since UNF students take part in study abroad at twice the national average, UNF graduates have a worldly perspective and a 
competitive edge in the global marketplace.  
 

UNF received the Community Engagement Classification from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching recognizing 

the University’s commitment to community and civic engagement. At UNF, students and faculty engage in mutually beneficial 

community-based research and learning. 

ACADEMICS   
UNF is organized into six colleges:  
 
The Brooks College of Health 
The Brooks College of Health prepares students to enter a variety of fields through specialized programming enhanced by 

partnerships with area healthcare organizations. Its graduates consistently excel on licensure exams, and its programs boast many 

accolades: The Physical Therapy graduate program was ranked No. 1 of the Top 25 programs in the nation; the School of Nursing was 

ranked one of the Top 50 nursing schools in the Southeast; and the online Master of Science in Nutrition and Dietetics was ranked No. 

9 in the country. With an emphasis on hands-on learning in clinical settings and research in laboratories with up-to-date technologies, 

nearly 3,000 students each year work toward degrees in athletic training, health administration, health science, nursing and nutrition 

and dietetics, one of the University’s six Flagship Programs. 

 
  

http://www.unf.edu/community-engagement/
http://www.unf.edu/brooks/Brooks_Homepage.aspx
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The Coggin College of Business 
The accomplished professors of the Coggin College of Business, in partnership with area business professionals, provide classroom and 
real-world training that offers graduates an employment advantage. As a testament to the quality of the College’s programs, The 
Princeton Review has named Coggin a Best Business School every year for the past decade. Students learn competencies through 
internships and by working with business mentors from the community, and gain a global perspective through study abroad. The 
Coggin College of Business curriculum is designed around several academic areas: accounting, economics, finance, marketing, 
management and logistics. Coggin also is home to two of six UNF Flagship Programs: International Business and Transportation and 
Logistics. 
 
The College of Arts and Sciences 
The College of Arts and Sciences is the largest of UNF’s six colleges with more than 6,300 students studying across an expansive array 

of undergraduate majors and a growing number of graduate programs. The College’s School of Music, a Flagship Program, is one of 

the most recognized performance-based music programs in the country with faculty members who are established artists and 

practitioners in their fields.  The Coastal Biology program is also a designated Flagship Program. To provide high-quality learning 

experiences, the College designs programs that allow students to engage and respond to the local community with unique and 

relevant opportunities for transformational learning. The College consists of 15 academic departments, and also houses a variety of 

programs and centers including a Public Opinion Research Laboratory.  

The College of Computing, Engineering and Construction 
The College is composed of three academic units: the School of Computing, the School of Engineering and the Department of 

Construction Management. One of the College’s hallmarks is the high level of interaction between faculty and students on innovative 

research projects. In addition, the College partners with corporations to provide students with real-world academic challenges, paid 

internships and partnerships with professionals who serve as mentors. Many seniors spend their final year solving problems posed by 

area corporations to complete a capstone project. Through this combination of classroom, hands-on and workplace learning, the 

College promotes academic fundamentals and skills in leadership, problem-solving and communication, and its graduates have an 

almost 100 percent employment rate within six months of receiving a UNF degree. Also, UNF ranked in the Top 50 nationwide and No. 

2 in the state for return on investment on computing education degrees. 

 
  

http://www.unf.edu/coggin/
http://www.unf.edu/coas/
http://www.unf.edu/ccec/
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The College of Education and Human Services 
Partnerships are key to UNF’s education programs. Students gain clinical learning opportunities through the Urban Professional 

Development program, a two-time national award-winning program created in collaboration with Duval County Public Schools, as well 

as the Jacksonville Teacher Residency Program. As a result of this and many other joint efforts, UNF’s graduates now comprise more 

than 25 percent of the newly hired teachers in area schools. In addition to its K-12 programs, the College offers training for positions 

in higher education and administration, sport management, deaf education and American Sign Language/English Interpreting. Many 

of the College’s 1,400 students participate in study abroad experiences through a 30-year long partnership established with the 

University of Belize and the country’s Ministry of Education. 

 
Hicks Honors College 
UNF’s honors program was elevated to the Hicks Honors College in 2015. In fall 2016, students entering Hicks had an average GPA or 

4.43 and an average of 30 college credits. The College provides these high-achieving students with challenging curriculum including 

courses in leadership, innovation and critical thinking. Hicks’ students also have the opportunity to study abroad at an affordable price 

through scholarship funding available through the College.  

 
The Thomas G. Carpenter Library 
The Thomas G. Carpenter Library, an architecturally beautiful building, provides students with easy access to a wealth of information 
resources and learning services. Named after UNF’s founding president, Thomas G. Carpenter, the campus library was built in 1980 
and renovated and expanded in 2005. Within four floors and 199,000 square feet, the Carpenter Library offers students access to 
more than 360 computers and laptops, 860,000 volumes, 300,000 e-books, 38,000 electronic journals, 260 databases and 66,000 
streaming videos. The Carpenter Library Learning Commons offers students a flexible academic environment with technology, 
research consultations, instruction, study rooms and online resources. Through its Art in the Library program, the Library has added 
130 pieces of art donated by artists and collectors. 
 
 
  

http://www.unf.edu/coehs/
http://www.unf.edu/hicks/
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FLAGSHIP PROGRAMS  
UNF has designated six Flagship Programs based on excellence in faculty accomplishments, the potential to produce exceptional 

educational outcomes for students and the power to link quality education to a range of community needs. With this status, Flagship 

Programs receive additional budgetary funds to hire faculty and staff, support related and auxiliary programs and facilities, recruit top 

students and develop community partnerships. Since announcing the initiative in 2004, the University has designated the following 

Flagship Programs: the School of Nursing, Coastal Biology, International Business, Transportation and Logistics, the School of Music 

and Nutrition and Dietetics. 

School of Nursing 

The School of Nursing was selected as the first Flagship Program at UNF in 2005. It offers a wide choice of undergraduate and 

graduate programs tailored to meet community needs and adapt to changes in healthcare delivery trends. The primary goal of the 

program is to prepare nurses to practice effectively in a variety of settings and administer nursing care, which promotes, maintains 

and restores health to individuals, families and communities.  

Transportation and Logistics 

UNF selected Transportation and Logistics as a Flagship Program in 2006. Students are exposed to courses in information systems, 

quantitative methods, transportation, warehouse management, distribution, international logistics, logistics management and a 

Capstone in supply chain management. Students are encouraged to complete an internship to provide practical experience. The UNF 

curriculum emphasizes the perspective of logistics as an integrated part of supply chain management.  

International Business 

The International Business Flagship program offers students the choice of an international business major or minor to help prepare 

them to compete in the global marketplace of the 21st century. A number of double-degree programs, including the graduate-

level GlobalMBA, also provide students the opportunity to combine intensive classroom study with residential experiences in overseas 

countries. The program trains students to understand international business, from free-trade areas to global competition to currency 

crises to foreign investment opportunities.  
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Coastal Biology 
The Department of Biology’s Coastal and Marine Biology Program was awarded Flagship Program status in 2006, establishing it as a 
center for excellence. Students pursuing degrees in the program have the benefit of working directly with accomplished faculty 
members conducting research on a broad range of topics. With UNF’s proximity to the Atlantic Ocean, the St. Johns River and the 
Intracoastal Waterway, students have the opportunity to take field-intensive courses and gain hands-on experience.  
 
School of Music 
The Music program at UNF has grown from its earliest offerings in piano and voice to a full range of performance concentrations that 
now include strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion, music technology, music education and jazz studies. The designation as a Flagship 
Program in 2011 provided the needed resources to expand offerings and allow the department to emerge in 2016 as the School of 
Music. With dedicated faculty members who are recognized artists in their fields, the School of Music and its graduates continue to 
receive national accolades and awards. 

 

MOCA JACKSONVILLE    
The Museum of Contemporary Art Jacksonville became a cultural institute of UNF in 2009. As a result, the Museum works closely with 
the University to expand learning opportunities for students while providing professional enrichment for faculty and staff. On a 
programmatic level, MOCA hosts faculty-curated exhibitions in the UNF Gallery, as well as classes in its classrooms and auditorium. 
Moreover, the partnership enables students and faculty to collaborate with visiting artists and scholars, as well as to work directly 
with objects from the Museum’s Permanent Collection. MOCA serves the community through exhibitions, collections, educational 
programs and publications designed to enhance an understanding and appreciation of modern and contemporary art.  
 
RESEARCH  
The University of North Florida offers an innovative model for the role of research in an urban comprehensive university. High-quality 

scholarship is expected from every tenure-track faculty member, and the University accordingly features an enviable portfolio of 

basic, applied and translational research activity that in many disciplines enjoys an international reputation. And yet, as a public 

master’s university with a very high undergraduate population, the University also emphasizes the engagement of undergraduates in 

the vibrant research enterprise. The majority of our students graduate having been directly involved in faculty-mentored research — 

and often as collaborators with faculty on conference papers and published articles.  
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An urban university with a mission that includes serving the region of Northeast Florida, the University of North Florida is increasingly 

investing in faculty and student research activity that is responsive to a wide range of community partners — research that meets 

local needs and opportunities while contributing solutions to global challenges. This includes interdisciplinary research on topics such 

as transportation and logistics, coastal sciences, advanced manufacturing, applied health and advanced data analytics. Supporting 

these efforts are 17 centers and institutes and dedicated administrative units that proactively help faculty and students secure the 

resources they need to conduct impactful research.  

The University of North Florida’s research standing is improving rapidly. In the past few years, the University has moved up 39 places 

in the international University Rankings of Academic Performance report, and institutional citation rates are routinely double that of 

peer institutions when scaled for faculty size. Since 2013-14 alone, the value of external funding awards made to the University has 

increased by more than 40 percent, to almost $13 million. This includes numerous competitive grants from the National Science 

Foundation, National Institutes of Health, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Department of Education 

and the Small Business Administration, among other federal and state agencies. Partnerships with industry account for more than 20 

percent of externally funded research, anchored by major collaborative agreements with companies such as Johnson & Johnson, 

Florida Blue and Mayo Clinic. The University also has a small but valuable portfolio of inventions that is actively moving towards 

commercialization, mostly through licensing agreements with local companies.  

Research at the University of North Florida is increasingly dynamic — for students, for regional partners and for solving larger 

challenges — and research opportunities continue to grow. 

 
UNF STUDENTS  
UNF currently enrolls more than 13,000 undergraduate students, as well as nearly 2,000 graduate and nearly 1,000 post 
baccalaureate and nondegree seeking students. 
 
The academic profile of incoming freshman has continued to rise over the last few years. In the fall of 2016, the incoming freshman 
class had an average high school GPA of 4.17, an average SAT of 1208 and an average ACT of 26.4. These are elite figures that put UNF 
toward the top of the Florida State University System in terms of academic profile. 
 
Nearly 4,000 students live on campus in six residence halls. 
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Nearly 40 percent of UNF’s students come from the Jacksonville area.  Almost 54 percent come from other parts of Florida.   
 
Slightly more than 67 percent of UNF students are white, 10 percent are black or African-American and 10 percent are Hispanic.  UNF 
students come from 60 different countries.  
 
About 57 percent of students are female.   
 
The Student Government Association focuses on the allocation of the Activity and Service fee, and reviews the allocation of the 
Athletic and Health fees. The President of the University consults with the Student Government President for the allocation and 
expenditure of the Capital Improvement Trust Fund Fee, and any other noninstructional fees beyond matriculation. The Student 
Government also focuses on the evaluation and establishment of student programs, student activities, clubs and organizations, and 
other activities. 
 
Decisions reached by the Student Government regarding these matters are forwarded to the Vice President for Student and 
International Affairs, who forwards them, with recommendations, to the President of the University. Upon approval by the President, 
these decisions shall become the policies, practices and regulations of the University. 
 

EMPLOYEES 
The University currently employs more than 500 full-time faculty, 435 of which have a Ph.D. or appropriate terminal degree. Less than 
1 percent of classes at UNF are taught by graduate assistants. 
 
The UNF constitution established the Faculty Association, independent of the bargaining process, for the development and 
implementation of recommendations in areas of traditional faculty concern. Within the shared system of academic governance, the 
Faculty Association focuses on faculty appointment, retention, promotion and development; academic programs, organization and 
standards; academic services and continuing education; and instruction, service and research programs. 
 
Decisions reached by the Faculty Association are forwarded to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and then to the President. 
When approved by the President of the University, the decisions shall become the policies, practices and regulations of the University. 
 
In addition, faculty are represented by The United Faculty of Florida UNF chapter, which serves as the bargaining agent of the faculty. 
UFF-UNF represents all UNF tenure-line faculty, instructors and lecturers, and visiting professors on all labor-related contract 
negotiations. With the exception of faculty currently holding administrative posts and adjuncts, all UNF faculty are considered “in 
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unit” and are covered under the collective bargaining agreement negotiated by the chapter and university administration. Only active 
members of the union, however, have access to the resources noted above or receive additional union-related benefits, including 
union representation in the grievance/arbitration processes. 
 
UNF employs more than 1,000 staff. These employees fall into two groups: the Administrative and Professional Association (A & P) 
and the University Support Personnel Association (USPA).   
 
DIVISION I ATHLETICS  
The University has been NCAA Division I since 2009-10. All athletic teams are known as the North Florida Ospreys. 
 
All 19 intercollegiate sports compete in the Atlantic Sun Conference except for swimming and diving, which compete in the Coastal 
Collegiate Swimming Association. UNF's list of sponsored sports includes baseball, men’s and women’s basketball, men’s and women’s 
cross country, men’s and women’s golf, men’s and women’s soccer, softball, women’s swimming, men’s and women’s tennis, men’s 
and women’s indoor track, men’s and women’s outdoor track, and women's beach and indoor volleyball. 
 
CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT 
The 1,380-acre core campus is just 12 miles from the Atlantic Ocean, between the St. Johns River and the Intracoastal Waterway. The 
scenic campus includes freshwater lakes, five miles of hiking trails and a nature preserve filled with abundant wildlife. Our university 
mascot, the osprey, is routinely spotted on campus.  
 
Thirteen campus buildings have been LEED certified, demonstrating UNF’s commitment to green construction and environmental 
sustainability.  
 
Last year, UNF received a donation of 1,050 acres of pristine saltmarsh wetlands located along the Intracoastal Waterway in 
Jacksonville. The $8.8 million gift created the William C. Webb Coastal Research Station, expanding hands-on learning and research 
opportunities for students and faculty, particularly those in the coastal sciences.    
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CAMPUS LIFE 
Students get involved on campus through more than 200 clubs and organizations and 26 fraternities and sororities.  
 
The UNF campus includes new facilities designed to promote a vibrant campus life. The 150,000-square-foot Student Union was 
recently ranked among “25 Best Student Union Centers” in the nation, one of only two Florida institutions to make the list. The $40.1 
million facility, completed in 2009, hosts approximately 6,500 events annually and provides space for student activities and programs, 
dining facilities, Student Government offices and the Division of Student and International Affairs.   
 
The $19.5 million Student Wellness Complex is a state-of-the-art, comprehensive wellness facility and LEED®-Gold certified building 
that houses the largest fitness center in Northeast Florida at 27,000 square feet, a 34-foot climbing wall, a 1/8-mile indoor track and 
several group fitness rooms. The building has received several awards since its completion from chapters of the American Institute of 
Architecture, including Outstanding Design for an Athletic Facility and an Excellence in Design Award. 
 
BUDGET  
The University of North Florida has a projected Education & General (E&G) budget for Fiscal Year 2017-18 of $160 million. 

Approximately $94 million comes from state general revenue and lottery appropriations. Tuition accounts for $66 million or 41 

percent of the operating budget. The University’s total budget is $279 of which $160 million is the E&G budget, $74 million is auxiliary 

funds and student fees, $8 million is Contract and Grants and $37 million is Financial Aid.   

 
FUNDRAISING AND ENDOWMENT  

The UNF endowment includes approximately 365 separate endowed funds including scholarships, fellowships, professorships and 

center/program support funds. As of March 31, 2017 the endowed portfolio was valued at just over $103 million. During fiscal year 

2017, more than $29 million was raised in private support.   

UNF’s last campaign, The Power of Transformation, was the most successful campaign in UNF’s history, raising $130 million. The 

campaign was publicly launched in 2009, with a goal of $110 million, but exceeded expectations, thanks to 25 donations of $1 million 

plus. There were more than 27,000 total donors to the campaign, including alums, corporations, foundations and friends.  

UNF’s previous successful campaign, Access to Excellence, fulfilled its promises to students who are now outstanding alumni in vital 

careers. That campaign, from 1997 to 2003, raised more than $100 million. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C2%AE
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UNF FOUNDATION  

The UNF Foundation is a nonprofit, tax-exempt entity that provides financial support and counsel to the University and enables it to 

achieve critical elements of its mission. The Foundation's dynamic and distinguished board provides leadership in obtaining and 

managing private funding for the First Coast's only public university. Gifts to the Foundation enable UNF to fund new programs and 

enhance existing ones far beyond what are possible using state allocations alone. The UNF Foundation Board includes 48 members 

who manage the UNF Foundation assets and maintain fiduciary responsibility. In addition to sharing their financial skills sets, all the 

Board members make gifts to the University.   

 
ALUMNI   
Of UNF’s 83,000 alumni, roughly 80 percent live in Florida, with 60 percent living in Duval County or one of the four surrounding 

counties (Baker, Clay, Nassau or St Johns). The remaining alumni live throughout the rest of Florida (20 percent) or out of state (20 

percent). Outside of Northeast Florida, UNF’s largest alumni populations are in Tampa, South Florida and Atlanta, and the most active 

UNF regional area is Washington D.C.  

The Alumni Association began in 1975 as an Alumni Advisory Council, with the first official Alumni Association meeting in 1976 with 10 

board members. Today, UNF has an active Alumni Association board with 30 members. 

 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
The Board of Trustees is responsible for cost-effective policy, implementing and maintaining high-quality education programs 
consistent with the University’s mission, performance evaluation, and developing a process, meeting state policy, budgeting and 
education standards. 
 
Board members are appointed by the Governor (six citizen members) and by the Board of Governors (five citizen members). These 
appointees must be confirmed by the Florida Senate. The remaining two members are the President of the Faculty Association and 
the President of Student Government. 
 
  

http://www.unf.edu/uploadedFiles/president/trustees/2015/08%20AAC%2010-15-2015%20Coastal%20Biology%20Flagship%20Program.pptx
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
The Board of Governors is comprised of 17 members, 14 of whom are appointed by the Florida Governor and confirmed by the Florida 
Senate for a term of seven years. The remaining members include the Chair of the Advisory Council of Faculty Senates, the 
Commissioner of Education and the Chair of the Florida Student Association. The Board oversees the operation and management of 
the Florida public university system's 12 institutions. 
 
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 
UNF is committed to diversity in all its forms and is a place where different cultures and perspectives are welcomed, appreciated and 
incorporated into the fabric of university life. The University of North Florida strives to be an environment rich and fluent in the 
exchanges of ideas, experiences and outlooks.  
 
UNF is proud to be an Equal Opportunity/Equal Access/Affirmative Action Institution. Last year, the University received the 2016 
Higher Education Excellence in Diversity (HEED) award recognizing its commitment to diversity and inclusion. 
 
MISSION STATEMENT   
The University of North Florida fosters the intellectual and cultural growth and civic awareness of its students, preparing them to 
make significant contributions to their communities in the region and beyond. At UNF, students and faculty engage together and 
individually in the discovery and application of knowledge. UNF faculty and staff maintain an unreserved commitment to student 
success within a diverse, supportive campus culture. 
 
VISION STATEMENT 
The University of North Florida aspires to be a preeminent public institution of higher learning that will serve the North Florida region 
at a level of national quality. The institution of choice for a diverse and talented student body, UNF will provide distinctive programs in 
the arts and sciences and professional fields. UNF faculty will excel in teaching and scholarship, sharing with students their passion for 
discovery. Students, faculty, staff, alumni and visitors will enjoy a campus noteworthy for its communal spirit, cultural richness and 
environmental beauty. 
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VALUES 
The University of North Florida is committed to values that promote the welfare and positive transformation of individuals, 
communities and societies. We value: 

 The pursuit of truth and knowledge carried out in the spirit of intellectual and artistic freedom 
 Ethical conduct 
 Community engagement 
 Diversity 
 Responsibility to the natural environment, and 
 Mutual respect and civility 

BRAND PROMISE 

UNF, a nationally ranked university located on an environmentally beautiful campus, offers students who are dedicated to enriching 

the lives of others the opportunity to build their own futures through a well-rounded education. 

 
STATEMENT OF UNITY 
UNF stands in unity and solidarity with all members of our community, regardless of race, gender, religious affiliation, sexual 
orientation, disability or country of origin. We are proud of the diversity in our students, faculty and staff.  
 
We strongly condemn acts of hate and bigotry as antithetical to the university’s core values of mutual respect and civility. Actions and 
words that seek to deny human beings full membership in the broader moral community on the basis of arbitrary characteristics are 
intolerable. We stand opposed to violence in language or in action, and we see these as a threat to the mission of UNF as a public 
university that is committed to intellectual and cultural growth and civic awareness. 
 
We pledge to stand with and for those who are the most vulnerable members of our community and to take actions that help our 
students and fellow employees feel safe and know that they are safe. We affirm UNF’s unreserved commitment to student success 
within a diverse, supportive campus culture. We seek to embody the ideals of a free and democratic society, and we fully support and 
value each member of our community. 
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RECOGNITIONS AND RANKINGS   

 For the eighth consecutive year, The Princeton Review named UNF to its “Best in the Southeast” list for 2017, a prestigious 
group of only 139 schools in 12 Southeastern states selected primarily for the excellence of their academic programs. 

 For the sixth consecutive year, U.S. News & World Report named UNF a “Best Regional” university in its 2017 edition of “Best 
Colleges,” which includes rankings of 1,374 schools nationwide. The University was also ranked among those where students 
amassed the least amount of cumulative debt.  

 For a second time in three years, INSIGHT Into Diversity magazine awarded UNF with the HEED, Higher Education Excellence in 
Diversity award, a national honor bestowed on only 83 U.S. schools for outstanding commitment and initiatives dedicated to 
diversity and inclusion.  

 UNF was ranked No. 13 statewide as one of the “Best Colleges for the Money” and No. 20 as one of the “Top Quality Overall 
Best Colleges” in the state, according to College Factual. 

 The University was ranked in the Top 30 in the “Best Bang for the Buck Southeast Colleges 2016” list by Washington Monthly 
magazine, in the magazine’s annual College Guide and Rankings. 

 For the sixth consecutive year, Kiplinger’s Personal Finance included UNF on its 2017 list of 100 best college values, recognizing 
public institutions that combine outstanding academics with affordable cost. 

 For the eighth consecutive year, Victory Media has named UNF as one of the most military friendly schools in the nation, a 
designation that honors schools doing the most to embrace military students and dedicate resources to ensure their success. 

 UNF was the only state university in Florida to be designated one of the 2017 “Best Colleges for Veterans,” ranking No. 32 of 
regional universities in the South by U.S. News & World Report.  

 After a national review of 600 colleges and universities, AffordableCollege.com ranked UNF No. 8 for affordability, placing it in 
the Top 10 among 50 universities across the country that made the list.  

 UNF has been named among the “26 Healthiest Colleges of 2016” by greatist.com, an online resource that provides fitness and 
health content. Graded against 150 nominated schools nationwide, UNF was one of just two state schools to make the list. 
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JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 
UNF is located in Jacksonville. At 840 square miles, it is the largest city in terms of land area in the contiguous United States. 
 
More than 1.6 million people live in Northeast Florida, home to the NFL’s Jacksonville Jaguars and the headquarters for three Fortune 

500 companies. With a median age of 38, Jacksonville is the youngest major city in Florida and was recently recognized by Time 

Magazine as a top destination for millennials. 

Northeast Florida has seen tremendous growth in the financial services industries as 20 major banks, insurance and investment 

services firms on the Forbes Global 500 list have operation centers here. The Jacksonville area is a leader in healthcare with more than 

20 hospitals – including one of only three Mayo Clinics in the country and one of just six MD Anderson Cancer Center partnerships. 

More than 50,000 active duty military personnel are stationed in Northeast Florida and more than 3,000 retired military choose to 

stay in Jacksonville every year — providing a skilled, reliable workforce for local businesses. 

Jacksonville, or Jax as it is known to locals, has more than 80,000 acres of parkland including two national parks, seven state parks and 
more than 400 city parks. In fact, Jacksonville, the City of Parks, boasts the largest urban park system in the U.S.  
 
THE UNF PRESIDENCY 
With just five presidents in its 45-year history, the next President for the University of North Florida will be responsible for leading the 
university in its discussion of its future as a vibrant regional comprehensive university. The President shall be the chief executive 
officer of the University and shall be responsible for the entire administration and supervision of the University, subject to the Florida 
Statutes. The President shall lead in fostering and promoting education, research, and service as the primary aims of the University. 
 
The Committee is open to candidates with a broad range of experience and qualifications. The University of North Florida expects the 

next President should: 

 Maintain impeccable  integrity and proven passion for higher education; 

 Build and advance a cohesive vision of the University in partnership with the Board of Trustees, faculty, staff, students, alumni, 

donors and broader community;  

 Possess strong interpersonal skills and a commitment to transparent communication;  
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 Build a well-defined academic and research vision that leverages UNF’s unique strengths and core values while responding to 

the challenges of a regional comprehensive university; 

 Build and promote a supportive and collaborative culture that honors academic tradition of shared governance; 

 Exude a commitment to the students of UNF to ensure successful recruitment and retention; 

 Demonstrate  experience in leading the financial human and capital resources of a comprehensive university or similarly 

complex organization and willingness to set strategic priorities and make difficult decisions;  

 Effectively navigate political landscapes to ensure the broadest support for the University; 

 Possess the ability to raise both public and private financial resources to help support the University’s goals and a record of 

effective relationships with external constituency groups;  

 Recruit, develop and retain faculty, staff and administrators committed to excellence;  

 Maintain an unwavering commitment to diversity and inclusion; 

 Support the utilization of new technologies to deliver educational services; 

 Commit to sustainable practices and environmental stewardship;  

 Understand the importance of community-based relationships and an ability to build relationships in Jacksonville and 

throughout the state;  

 Understand and appreciate the value of the arts to higher education and the community; 

 Possess knowledge of emerging practices and current trends in public higher education;  

 Promote global engagement including study abroad and the recruitment of international students; 

 Understand the complexity of overseeing an athletic program. 
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APPLICATION PROCESS 
The Board of Trustees invites letters of nomination, applications (letter of interest, complete CV, and contact information of at least 
five references), or expressions of interest to be submitted to the search firm assisting the University of North Florida.   
 
Review of materials will begin immediately and continue until final candidates for the appointment are identified.   It is preferred, 

however, that all nominations and applications be submitted prior to ENTER DATE to the search firm: 

 Laurie C. Wilder, President 

 Porsha Williams, Vice President 

 Parker Executive Search 

 5 Concourse Parkway, Suite 2900 

 Atlanta, GA 30328 

 pwilliams@parkersearch.com (email submission is preferred) 

 770-804-1996 ext. 109 

  

 For more information about the position and search, please visit:  

 https://www.unf.edu/president/search/ 

 

mailto:pwilliams@parkersearch.com
https://www.unf.edu/president/search/

